An extension of Standard ML with continuation primitives similar to those found in Scheme is considered.
The subject of this paper is the extension of Standard ML with primitives for first-class continuations similar to those found in Scheme. The two new primitives are callcc, for call with current continuation, which takes a function as argument and calls it with the current continuation, and throw, which takes a continuation and a value and passes the value to that continuation. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an informal presentation of the extension of ML with continuation primitives, and illustrate their use in programming examples.
We also discuss the role of continuations in the implementation of Standard ML of New Jersey, and some problems that they raised.
In Section 3 we present a formal system of type assignment for a small functional fragment of ML. A denotational semantics for this fragment is given in Section 3, and the semantics of type assignment is considered. The main results are a Milner-st yle soundness theorem ("well-typed programs cannot go wrong") and an observational soundness theorem ("convergent programs of type int yield integers").
Finally, in Section 4 we give an operational semantics for the language in the "natural semantics" style of Plotkin and Kahn [27, 3] . We take as given a map type assigning a type to each constant.
(In a polymorphic system this map would assign a type scheme to each constant. ) The type assignment rules for the above language are as follows: rt-z: r(z) (vAR) The proof is by a straightforward induction on the structure of the typing derivation.
As (v) = value(v), which is essentially the identity function.
In an implementation the initial continuation might print the result value of the computation, and hence must be chosen on a case-by-case basis, according to the type of the expression being evaluated.
Observational Soundness
In contrast to languages with a "direct" semantics, the soundness theorem does not yield positive results about typing.
In particular, we may not conclude that the value of an arbitrary expression of a base type (e. g., ini) yields a result of the expected form (e. g., a numeral To relate the type of a term M to the type of its cps transform, we associate to each type r of the illustrative language, a simple type r" given by b"xl) (u.+)" = a"-+((r"+a)+a)
where a is a fixed, but arbitrary, base type. The function ( )* is extended to typing contexts pointwise:
if 17is a typing context, then I'*(z) is the typing context that assigns to each variable c c domQ') the simple type r(x)*.
The following lemma relates the type of a term in the illustrative language to the type of its cps transform: is a value of base type b. In the case of cpo-based models (which are needed to interpret arbitrary recursion) with base types interpreted as flat cpo's, the result is either 1, or a "true" value of the base type. Note that this argument does not extend to higher types r since the definition of T* for higher types involves a, and hence we may not simply choose a to coincide with r. and the semantic equations become: Other choices are possible.
There is an intriguing parallel between this operational semantics and a call-by-value variant of graph reduction.
The idea is that the argument and proceed to evaluate it, marking the node appropriately.
Upon return to such a node, the actual application or throw is carried out, either by evaluating the body of the closure in the appropriate environment, or by switching contexts entirely.
The soundness theorem for typing may be proved for the operational semantics by proceeding along much the same lines as for the denot at ional case. First, we must augment the evaluation relation to include error checking rules that make explicit the notion of "going wrong." These are: [1]
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